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Abstract
The possibility of rendering scores of Greek Chant repertoires from the 3rd to the 21st century A.D. with the use 
of the computer opens new horizons in musicological research. In this poster a synoptic overview concerning 
the historical development of notational types used for Greek chants is given. This is followed by a record of 
various fonts and software for Byzantine neumes created since 1989. The goal of the poster is to present a 
new font for psaltic notations of the first and second Christian millennium, displaying the great variety of signs, 
neume families and neume combinations which are encountered in musical manuscripts and theoretical trea-
tises of the Psaltic Art. These by far exceed the Byzantine neumes found today in the unicode system.

The future development of suitable software can facilitate interdisciplinary studies with other traditions and 
contribute to the communication between musicologists and musicians belonging to different areas of exper-
tise.

Introduction
This poster aims at presenting a new font for writing Byzantine neumes of various periods. Although different 
fonts for Byzantine notations already exist, there are still many signs and sign combinations of the older layers 
of Byzantine neumations which have not yet been designed. This is why we would like to proceed to a more 
thorough inventory of the extant neumes in their historical evolution and to the creation of a more complete 
font, in order to allow for a faithful transcription of pieces in various notational types, for their edition, analysis, 
and interpretation.

1 Overview of the History of the Notation of Psaltic Art
Christian hymnography in Greek language has been foreseen with different kinds of musical notations sporad-
ically during the first millennium A.D. and at large scale from the 10th century onwards. The various notational 
types expose highly interesting interconnections to each other and, as ‘living art tools’, they have undergone a 
complex history of evolution (see Table 1) [22].

Some of the most important types of notation used in connection with Greek hymns are the ancient Greek 
alphabetical vocal notation occurring in the Papyrus Oxyrrhynchus 1786 (2nd half of the 3rd century A.D.), the 
theta and diple notations, the Sinaitic notation (ca. 9th–12th century), and the two great types of main-stream 
Byzantine notations: ekphonetic and melodic. 

The latter has undergone an impressive development history since the 10th century until today. It comprises 
the Palaeobyzantine notations (10th–12th century, Coislin/Hagiopolite and Chartres/Athonite, and with mixed 
forms), the Middle Byzantine notation (ca. middle of the 12th to middle of the 19th century), and the notation 
of the so-called New System (since 1814/15 until today). Besides these, the 14th-century manuscript Kastoria 
8 with its famous red hyperstases (extra large signs referring to entire formulas and their cheironomy) also 
features a highly interesting notation based on older layers of notations for melismatic repertoires.

The neumes of the various notational types exceed the number of 600. If we take into account also the most 
characteristic neume combinations (the so-called theseis, around 80 for the Middle Byzantine notation) as well 
as the different graphic variants of the neumes, a very impressive corpus of music signs emerges. This corpus 
still waits, in many aspects, for thorough apprehension and codification.
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Notation Examples Reference

Ancient Greek alphabeti-
cal vocal notation 

[22, p. 228]

(Papyrus Oxyrrhynchus 1786, 2nd half of 3rd century A.D.)

Notation in Papyrus Ber-
olinensis 21319 (6th–8th 
century)

Sarischouli, apud [22, p. 232]

Hermoupolis notation 
(ca. 8th century)

Papathanasiou & Boukas, apud 
[22, p. 233]

Sinaitic notation [1, tables 14 and 17]

(Codex Liturgicus Sinaiticus, 9th century)

Theta notation (10th 
century)

[22, p. 138]

Protoekphonetic no-
tation

[22, p. 130]

(Uspenskij Gospel, A.D. 835)

Ekphonetic notation 
with peculiarities

Martani, apud [22, p. 195–197]

(Vindob. suppl. gr. 128, beginning of 12th century)

Palaeobyzantine nota-
tion

[22, p. 266]

(Laurensis Γ 67, f. 101r, beginning of 11th century, mixture of Coislin and 
Chartres [Floros])

[22, p. 267]

(Vatopedensis 1488, f. 117v, 2nd half of 11th century, Coislin V [Floros])

Early Middle Byzantine 
notation: symphona and 
signatures

[22, p. 313]

 
(Theoretical text, Petropolitanus gr. 495, f. 2r, 1st half of 13th century 
[Gertsman])

Late Middle Byzantine 
notation

[22, p. 308]

 
(Atheniensis 2458, f. 11r, A.D. 1336)

Late Middle Byzantine 
notation: emphona, i.e., 
interval signs, in various 
combinations and mod-
ulation signs (phthorai)

[22, p. 321 and 336]

(Theoretical text, Docheiariou 338, f. 2r, A.D. 1767, and Vaticanus Barber-
inus graecus 300, f. 3r, 15th century [Floros])

Αsmatikon: hyperstases 
(signs showing entire 
formulas and their 
cheironomy)

[22, p. 526]

 
(Kastoria 8, f. 58v, 14th century)

Table 1: Some examples of neumes belonging to different notational systems and categories.
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2 Brief History of the Written Record of Psaltic Notation in the Computer 
Age (Fonts and Software)

The first use of the computer in research about Byzantine music was made by the musicologist Nana Schiødt 
in Copenhagen in the 1970’s. In this case, no font was used, as the computer served to find basic principles in 
melody construction of Byzantine chant with an algorithm [15]. 

The creation or existence of a font that contains the signs of psaltic notation is essential in order to show and 
encode the signs through the computer. An exception is the use of coloring apps, where the user can directly 
draw the signs using the mouse, his/her hand, or an e-pencil on touch screens. In the case of using a font, it is 
necessary to use also another software, so that the user can write a digital score with the musical and poetic 
text in an environment with several visualized commands. The first efforts in this direction were usually related 
to the creation of fonts and at the same time to the development of software for writing Byzantine music. 

The first font for Byzantine Music was prepared by Dimitrios Gianellos in 1989, with the parallel creation of a 
software called “Byzantinus” [25]. Between 1994 and 2002 Byzantine writing software was implemented by Ve-
lissarios Gezerlis, who created the “Byzwriter” (Byzantinographos), of which we have the second version today 
[24]. The program supports writing musical texts in the New Method and a small selection of signs belonging 
to the older notation.

An important step in the evolution of fonts with historical scope and including the signs of older layers of 
Byzantine musical notation is due to Gregorios Stathis. He started in 1995 ,and his font was directly related to 
the standard of ELOT 1373 (Hellenic Organization for Standardization), which was later included in the unicode 
system [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34]. There were 246 characters in this proposal, and the last documentation was 
produced by Nick Nicholas in 2006.1 

Ioannis Arvanitis implemented his own fonts with the extended notation of the New Method, which he used 
in his book The Akathist Hymn (1997) [23]. The typeset comprises two fonts with a total of 121 signs. Between 
1999 and 2002, a similar font was created by the rev. Konstantinos Terzopoulos of blessed memory. This font, 
with the name “Ephesios”, was inspired by Petros Ephesios’ historical editions, issued 1820 in Bucharest, and 
contains also some signs of the older neumatic layer.2 

The NEUMES Project is an acronym for Neumed & Ekphonetic Universal Manuscript Encoding Standard. The 
project had two phases: October 2001 – March 2003 and March 2005 – August 2007 (extended to February 
2008). The main goal was to design and build a software infrastructure for digital transcription and description 
of medieval chant manuscripts (including psaltic notation) [4]. This represents a very important approach for 
the encoding of neumes belonging to various traditions by using XML formats. In this context, the contribution 
of Annalisa Doneda should be mentioned, which focuses on the hyperstaseis of the Manuscript Kastoria 8 [6]. 

In 2005, Ioannis Vamvakas implemented his own open source package for writing Byzantine music in the 
TeX program language and, assisted by Panagiotis Kotopoulis, created a special font [21]. Another effort, which 
is also related to missionary action in America, was made in 2006 by Stefanos Souldatos and father Ephraim 
Arizonitis with the ED, EZ, and BZ packages, basically for the neumes of the New Method, working in the con-
text of the OfficeSuite.3 Roughly in the same period, P. Bakalis developed his “Byzantini Kalamos”, a software 
programme for the neumes of the New Method [3]. 

In 2008, Savvas Papadopoulos implemented a program of Byzantine music writing with the name “Melodos”. 
The latest version of this software is “Melodos 2013”.4 This program refers to the New Method and contains 
one font with 151 signs, which, however, allows for the rendering of many sign combinations. It also offers, 
among other features, a facility for optical music recognition and a midi player for scores with Byzantine nota-
tion. In 2009, Demitrios Manousiakis released the software “Virtual Psaltica”; two years later, Petros Moustakas 

1  Nick Nicholas. “Byzantine Musical Notation” (Unicode Technical Note, 20),  https://www.unicode.org/notes/tn20/ (accessed January 12, 
2022).

2  Rev. Konstantinos Terzopoulos. “Ephesios. Byzantine Music Symbol Computer Font Set. User’s Guide” (1992–2002), https://docplayer.
net/133105750-Ephesios-font-user-s-guide-ephesios-byzantine-music-symbol-computer-font-set-user-s-guide.html (accessed January 
12, 2022).

3  Package of Byzantine music writer “ΒΥΖΑΝΤΙΝΑ (ΒΖ)”: http://www.melodima.gr/index.php?pg=downloads&lg=gr (accessed January 12, 
2022).

4  “Melodos 2013”: https://www.melodos.com/ (accessed January 12, 2022).

https://www.unicode.org/notes/tn20/
https://docplayer.net/133105750-Ephesios-font-user-s-guide-ephesios-byzantine-music-symbol-computer-font-set-user-s-guide.html
https://docplayer.net/133105750-Ephesios-font-user-s-guide-ephesios-byzantine-music-symbol-computer-font-set-user-s-guide.html
http://www.melodima.gr/index.php?pg=downloads&lg=gr
https://www.melodos.com/
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implemented the program “Pandouris”.5 In 2012, Erik Ferguson developed another software called “Byzscribe: 
A program for scribing Byzantine chant”, written in the Racket programming language.6 One year later, Demi-
trios Papadopoulos released version 4.3.3 of his open source tool “Musical texts”, a very user-friendly program, 
which is on version 6.5 today.7

Ιn 2016, Charalampos Cornaros presented the third edition of his TeX package for Byzantine music writing. 
As part of this package, a graphical user interface (GUI) by Zisis Tsiatsikas was implemented to facilitate its use. 
It is important to mention that there are examples in old notation created with this package that are very close 
to the notation found in the musical manuscripts themselves.8 

Another font called “Chourmouzios”, containing neumes of the New Method, has been used in a series of 
editions issued by the Society United Romiosyne [26]. Most recently (2020), George Douros prepared documen-
tation for the rendering of Byzantine music with the standards of the Unicode system and OpenType, including 
fonts such as “Symbola” (prepared by the aforementioned author) or “Garamond-free” (by Daniel Benjamin 
Miller and Bob Tennent †), and the open source software LibreOffice.9 John Daly created the open source soft-
ware “Kassia” on Github in 2016, which was then improved by Trevor Bullock and others in 2020.10 This program 
uses Python and XML. 

Finally, Petru Dimitriu and Vasile-Ion Manta developed a scorewriter application in 2018 that allows, among 
others, to produce transcriptions from the Byzantine notation of the New Method into staff notation [5].

The fonts and software for Byzantine chant we have seen above could be categorized into three groups: 
fonts and software with a) neumes of the New Method, b) neumes of the New Method and of older notational 
layers of Byzantine Chant, and c) Byzantine neumes in a wider context of various neumatic notations. While 
today the first group presents a wide gamut of choices, the second one still needs joint efforts in order to pro-
vide – as far as possible – a complete inventory of the extant neumes of the different psaltic notations across 
the centuries. The present poster is a step in this direction. It is a desideratum that Byzantine notation, both in 
its older and more current layers, be incorporated in the format of the Music Encoding Initiative (MEI) in the 
future, and we hope that this paper can contribute to that end.11

3 Attempt to Systematically Record and Design the Neumes 
Continuing previous work in the field, our attempt is to carefully record the neumes of the various types and 
stages of neumatic notation occurring with Greek hymns and troparia of the 3rd–21th century. This is done with 
the help of music theoretical writings (neume lists and treatises), the existing palaeography manuals, and on 
the base of representative musical sources for each type of notation.12

To this end, the simple neumes will be collected as basic digits, along with their main graphical variants. 
Afterwards, the various combinations made of simple neumes, both as neume constellations and ligatures, will 
be systematized, again together with their main graphical variants. The systematic mapping of the ‘neumatic 
landscape’ will include all categories of musical signs, such as the neumes for sounds, musical rendition 
(rhythm, ornaments, etc.), modal signatures, and modulation signs. For the creation of the font, the different 
types of historical classifications of neumes will be taken into account in order to match the different signs with 
their appropriate names according to the notational type to which they belong. Table 2 shows an example οf a 

5  Virtual Psaltica: https://docplayer.gr/amp/10479612-Virtual-psaltica-2009-2009-paketo-syggrafis-tis-vyzantinis-moysikis-virtual-psalti-
ca-2009.html, and Pandouris: https://pandouris.wordpress.com/ (both accessed January 12, 2022).

6  Ferguson, Erik. “Byzscribe” [GitHub Repository] (2013), https://github.com/muraiki/byzscribe (accessed January 12, 2022).
7  Papadopoulos, D. “Musical texts”. Version 6.5 (2021), http://papline.gr/ (accessed January 12, 2022).
8  Cornaros, Charalampos M. “Documentation for the byzantinemusic.sty Package” (2016),  

http://mirrors.ibiblio.org/CTAN/support/byzantinemusic/doc/byzantinemusic-documentation-en.pdf. For examples with old psaltic 
notation, cf. https://analogion.com/forum/index.php?attachments/byzantinemusic-tests-pdf.95089/ (free account required; both links 
accessed January 12, 2022).

9  Font “Symbola”: https://fontlibrary.org/en/font/symbola. Font “garamond-libre”: https://ctan.org/pkg/garamond-libre. Documentation: 
https://dn-works.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/UFAS-Docs/EEMusic.pdf (all accessed January 12, 2022). 

10  Daly, John. “Kassia” [GitHub Repository] (2016), https://github.com/jdaly101/kassia; Bullock, Trevor. “Kassia” [GitHub Repository] 
(2021), https://github.com/t-bullock/kassia (both accessed January 12, 2022).

11  Cf. https://github.com/music-encoding/music-encoding/issues/707 (accessed January 12, 2022).
12  See, for example, [2, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 27, 35].

https://docplayer.gr/amp/10479612-Virtual-psaltica-2009-2009-paketo-syggrafis-tis-vyzantinis-moysikis-virtual-psaltica-2009.html
https://docplayer.gr/amp/10479612-Virtual-psaltica-2009-2009-paketo-syggrafis-tis-vyzantinis-moysikis-virtual-psaltica-2009.html
https://pandouris.wordpress.com/
https://github.com/muraiki/byzscribe
http://papline.gr/
http://mirrors.ibiblio.org/CTAN/support/byzantinemusic/doc/byzantinemusic-documentation-en.pdf
https://analogion.com/forum/index.php?attachments/byzantinemusic-tests-pdf.95089/
https://analogion.com/forum/index.php?attachments/byzantinemusic-tests-pdf.95089/
https://analogion.com/forum/index.php?attachments/byzantinemusic-tests-pdf.95089/
https://fontlibrary.org/en/font/symbola
https://ctan.org/pkg/garamond-libre
https://dn-works.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/UFAS-Docs/EEMusic.pdf
https://github.com/jdaly101/kassia
https://github.com/t-bullock/kassia
https://github.com/music-encoding/music-encoding/issues/707
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neume family, along with different graphic variants of the signs, in order to illustrate the immense richness of 
neumatic shapes and some basic challenges for the creation of a complete psaltic font.

Neumes Note

The family of the parakalesma in the fully developed, late and exegetic Middle Byzan-
tine notation:

Parakalesma (the first shape is the most frequent one)

Heteron parakalesma (another parakalesma)

Allon (another one)

ektstrepton (inverted parakalesma)

diploparakalesma (double parakalesma)

homoion (and a similar double parakalesma). 

[22, p. 538]

Table 2: Complex neume families and multiple graphic shapes: challenges for font design.

Conclusion
The immense wealth of musical signs found in sources containing Greek texts from the 3rd to the 21st century is 
still waiting to be thoroughly systematized in a machine-processable language by notational types, categories 
of neumes, neume families, and graphical variants in historical perspective. The production of a comprehen-
sive neume inventory will allow for an efficient completion of the digital neume forms and the creation of a 
font that attempts to cover all previously known signs from manuscripts and prints containing Greek liturgical 
chant through the centuries. Further steps will include the creation of a rendering software for psaltic neumes. 
This can lead to the preparation of a proposal for an MEI Schema. In turn, this will promote editorial work, 
transcriptions, and analyses of Byzantine chant as well as many new interdisciplinary studies.
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FFoonntt  DDeessiiggnn  ooff  PPssaallttiicc  ((BByyzzaannttiinnee))  NNoottaattiioonn  ffoorr  GGrreeeekk  MMuussiiccaall  

RReeppeerrttoorriieess  
NNiikkoollaaooss  SSiikkllaaffiiddiiss  aanndd  MMaarriiaa  AAlleexxaannddrruu,,  AArriissttoottllee  UUnniivveerrssiittyy  ooff  TThheessssaalloonniikkii 

NNoottaattiioonn  ttyyppee  aanndd  

ssoouurrcceess    

NNeeuummee  ssaammpplleess  ffrroomm  tthhee  pprroocceessss  ooff  ddeessiiggnniinngg  tthhee  

nneeuummeess  ffoonntt  KKoouukkoouuzzeelliiss::  aa  wwoorrkk  iinn  pprrooggrreessss  

EExxaammppllee  

Ancient Greek 
alphabetic vocal (2nd 
half of 3rd cent.) 

 

 
Papyrus Oxyrrhynchus 1786, 2nd half of 3rd cent. 

Sinaitic notation (9th 

– 10th cent.) 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 
Sinai, New Findings ΜΓ 37, 9th-10th cent. 

Ekphonetic notation 
(10th-12th cent.) 

  
 

 
 
 
 
 
Dionysiou 587, f. 167v, 12th cent. 

Palaeobyzantine 
notation (10th-12th 
cent.) 

  
Laurensis Γ67, f. 96v, Chartres III, 10th/11th cent. 
 
BnF Coislin 220, f. 9r, Coislin VI, beginning of 12th cent. 

Middle Byzantine 
notation (12th-19th 

cent.) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NLG 2458, f. 11v, A.D. 1336 
Neume design according to tables and sources contained in 
Αλεξάνδρου, Παλαιογραφία (20217). 
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